P0171 ford windstar 2002

Automotive Forums. Hi, I pulled up this code P because my check engine light is on. Can
somebody tell me how to start trouble shooting the problem?? The test fails when the adaptive
fuel tables reach a rich calibrated limit. Leaking fuel pressure regulator. Low fuel pressure or
running out of fuel. Vapor recovery system. Induction system: Air leaks after the MAF. Vacuum
Leaks. PCV system. Improperly seated engine oil dipstick. EGR system: Leaking gasket. Stuck
EGR valve. Leaking diaphragm or EVR. Base Engine: Oil overfill. Cam timing. Cylinder
compression. Exhaust leaks before or near the HO2Ss. Reading beyond these values indicate a
failure. I need a trouble shooting flow chart!?? I have a Ford technical publication but I can't find
any flow charts on it. My email is: Johnny aol. Search this forum P is the most common code for
Windstars and the troubleshooting of it has been discussed many times over. Johnny and
Brian, go here and look at PCitizen's post. It is such a common problem that Dorman and other
3rd party parts manufacturers actually sell a kit Isolator Bolt Kits to fix this problem. If you
follow it step by step, you will eliminate the problem once and for all. Going on 1. I used it to
repair my problem. One of the most common trouble codes with the Ford Windstar is the P
code. This code number references a number that is given to you when you plug your car into a
OBDII scanner. It is also one of the most common. Fuel Trim System Lean Bank 1. It also throws
the code P to let you know that it has done this. The P code on a Ford Windstar will often be
thrown if the fuel injection system is not operating properly. Typically the code will be triggered
by a lean condition in the engine. For most people the first sign that anything is wrong at all is
the service engine soon light coming on. There are many things that can cause the P trouble
code on the Ford Windstar. Here are the most common ones. Good luck figuring out what is
wrong with your Windstar. If there are any inaccuracies, or anything that you feel could improve
the article, please feel free to comment or message. Thank you. Windstar P Code Symptoms
The P code on a Ford Windstar will often be thrown if the fuel injection system is not operating
properly. Here are the typical symptoms that something is wrong when you have code P
Mileage- may or may not suffer depending on how much the air fuel mixture has changed.
Misfire â€” If the air fuel mixture has gotten too far from factory specs, this can cause the
Windstar to misfire. This youtube video is a great resource for diagnosing the P trouble code in
your Windstar. Vacuum Leaks â€” With the Ford Windstar, one of the most common cause for
the P code to show is a vacuum leak. Take a look around and see if you can find the vacuum
leak. Oxygen Sensor â€” The P codes is thrown when the oxygen sensor s do not register
enough oxygen in the exhaust. When the oxygen sensor is bad, it can cause a false reading and
trigger the code. This will cause the Windstar to run rich. Mass Air Flow Sensor â€” The mass
air flow sensor calculates the volume of air entering the engine. If it has gone bad, the air fuel
mixture will be off and the P code will show. This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
System Too Lean Bank 1. The P code means that, on the first bank of the engine, the fuel
system is running weak or a vacuum leak exists near this side of the engine. A lean condition
occurs when the engine either receives too little fuel or too much air. Assuming that no other
trouble codes exist, a mechanic may diagnose the P code by checking the engine for vacuum
leaks with a vacuum gauge and checking the fuel pressure with a fuel pressure gauge. The
cause of this trouble code will likely be discovered during one of these two tests. If the cause of
this issue is still not found after the mechanic has performed these two tests, the problem likely
lies with a sensor. If all of these tests have been performed and no issues are found, the
problem is likely the powertrain control module. A common mistake that could be made when
diagnosing the P code would be not looking for any technical service bulletins for your specific
car model that may be related to this issue. Although every trouble code will not have a
technical service bulletin associated with it, it is always wise to check as they can save you a
world of time and effort. The P code is a serious issue. If a vehicle has this code stored in its
powertrain control module, the engine of that vehicle simply will not run well. It is a good idea to
have this code diagnosed and repaired as soon as possible to have your vehicle running
smoothly. It is unwise to drive a vehicle with this trouble code stored for a long period of time. If
an engine runs improperly for a long period of time, further damage may result that could end
up being much more costly to the owner of the vehicle. YourMechanic offers certified mobile
mechanics who will come to your home or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle. Get a
quote and book an appointment online or speak to a service advisor at This article originally
appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring many of the
repair and maintenance services you need right to you. Get service at your home or office 7
days a week with fair and transparent pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Share 0 Comments. P code definition System Too Lean Bank 1 What the P code

means The P code means that, on the first bank of the engine, the fuel system is running weak
or a vacuum leak exists near this side of the engine. What are the causes of the P code? Causes
of the P code may include: A faulty fuel pressure regulator A weak fuel pump A clogged fuel
filter A faulty powertrain control module A vacuum leak Faulty injector s Faulty oxygen sensor s
A faulty mass air flow sensor What are the symptoms of the P code? Symptoms of the P code
may include: Loss of power Check Engine Light Hesitation or stumble from the engine Engine
may be difficult to start Engine may die Catalytic converter damage may result if this code is
stored for a long period of time How does a mechanic diagnose the P code? Common mistakes
when diagnosing the P code A common mistake that could be made when diagnosing the P
code would be not looking for any technical service bulletins for your specific car model that
may be related to this issue. How serious is the P code? What repairs can fix the P code?
Replacing the fuel pump Replacing the fuel filter Replacing the fuel pressure regulator
Replacing the powertrain control module Replacing one or more injectors Replacing one or
more oxygen sensors Replacing the mass air flow sensor Repairing a vacuum leak Additional
comments regarding the P code It is unwise to drive a vehicle with this trouble code stored for a
long period of time. Need help with a P code? Looking for an OBD2 code reader to diagnose
your check engine light? Check out dozens of great OBD2 scanners here Buy Now Autoblog
may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page. Pricing and availability is
subject to change. Ownership trouble codes check engine light. Sign in to post. X Sign in to
post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check
your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. It also is jumping from K on the tach and sounds like it is going to stall
when its not revving up to 3K so, I end up giving it some gas at times to keep from stalling and
holding brake at same time so it doesn't take off. When I turn the steering wheel while setting
idle, the car revs up to I have also looked for Vacuum leaks, and cant seem to find any, but
going to recheck that and also read about replacing the PCV Valve hose Anything that I am
possibly missing as to why my car accelerates on its own? I shift it in gear and it literally takes
off! Also I have a motor mount that needs to be replaced also. And my brakes also keep going
out Its not leaking I park on cement and I have checked around all the tires, no leaks.. I have
read that fluid is possibly backing up in the brake booster? I'm a single mom of 2 little ones that
feels incredibly unsafe, but like I said, it's my only means of transportation. Any help would be
appreciated. Sounds like you have a bad brake booster check valve also a bad master cylinder.
GuruDP84J answered 3 years ago. Hey Rami I have a Ford Windstar and the same thing is
happening to me change the idle control valve , and the throttle sensor a hose and the fuel
pump from the tank just took it back to the mechanic that said it was the pump. Hi I have a
question about one problem, After diagnostic when trying to buy used car there are codes P
and P no engine light on. When test driving everything seems fine. No problem with accele I
have a Ford Windstar 3. I have found a rotted broken 1 wide ground strap. On the chasis in
center of the rear door. Bolted to the frame near the exhaust. I can not find the other end
anywhere???? The strap was so rot Plate light stays on even with the key out of ignition. Keeps
draining battery. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Accelerating on its own, P P
jumping tach meter, accelerates when steering turned. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Windstar question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Windstar
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. I have a Ford Windstar 3. I am aware that I can clean my mass air flow sensor and
possibly replace my oxygen sensor, however, I have also noticed there is a short in the
electrical in various locations in the vehicle. I am beginning to wonder if the check engine light
can be coming on from an electrical issue causing the o2 sensor or air flow sensors
connections to not get a proper reading. DavidH25 answered 8 years ago. For the P and P lean
codes you need a high end scan tool to watch the fuel trim. The fuel trim is the correction the
engine computer makes to the amount of fuel it allows to go into the engine to compensate for

the readings it gets from the oxygen sensor. It's important to note what the readings are at idle
and off idle and at WOT to determine when you have the lean problem. Knowing when the
engine is running lean will point you in the direction to look for the trouble. But what are the
symptoms? What does the car do that's not right? JohnBarJB answered 8 years ago. I have
been paying very close attention to this and have not noticed any particular pattern of when the
sputtering occurs, it is completely random and not consistent. Tom: I checked for vacuum leaks
to the best of my knowledge inspecting what hoses I know are vacuum hoses however, that is
about all I know to do. Are there any tips or tricks that you can share with me to know how to
check for vacuum leaks? Yeah, I know over engine noise that is very difficult. When you put it in
neutral there is no load and the leak will have less effect on engine, or none. This is as big as I
can make it, if you print it and enlarge you may be able to see vacuum routing. Thank you,
should I pull them vacuum hoses with the vehicle running or with it turned off? Also, what am I
listening for? Thank you for your time and assistance. Pull on them with engine off, safer, more
safe? Update: I have not checked for vacuum leaks yet as today was quite busy however,
sometimes when starting the car, it will sputter and then stall out as if it is not receiving any
fuel. I noticed today that when I start the vehicle and it begins to sputter, if I press the gas pedal
and rev the engine to about rpms for a not holding it there but just rev it and then let it go back
down that the car idles perfectly fine. I know that [engine misfire], [high fuel pressure], and
[low-fuel pump or pressure regulator] can also set off these codes. Does the symptom that I just
explained sound likely to be a fuel problem rather than a vacuum leak? This will help me to
know where to start tomorrow and Monday when looking at it. I will keep you updated
accordingly. I am also having identical code and problems with a Ford Windstar with 60, miles.
Check engine light comes on when idling at a long light in drive and possibly when driving slow
in reverse. Engine has died several times at a long light. I bought the car six months ago and I
suspect a dirty fuel filter. Fuel Filters are supposed to be replaced at 15, miles. My interior dome
lights also come on at odd times and go off when I open the drivers side door. My mechanic
sprayed fluid around the intake manifold, but no change in idle resulted. He cleared the codes
and said to see what happened. I drove about 60 miles and the codes came back on at a long
light. I have a Windstar that had rough idle when the engine is cold initially. Then, the check
engine light came on, with scanned code P and P Disconnected the air filler tube, took out the
plastic piece connected to the air intake, sprayed generously to clean the Mass Air Flow sensor
without disassembling the sensor. Let it dry and put back. The idle is perfect and the car drives
so much smoother now. According to someone who is the Ford mechanics that MAF sensor
should be cleaned regularly 30K miles. Markiss answered 7 years ago. Well I replaced a few
things in this order. And my problem is gone. The internet rocks you can find anything if you
search hard enough. I replaced the crank position sensor first and the fuel pressure kept
dropping. They must work together. I thought it was a fuel filter or pump. I changed the fuel filter
too. I was driving and my 99 windstar would just cut out. I have a 3. It would still run in limp
mode but had a hard time starting sometimes too. No check engine light also. Then a week later
my check engine light and Abs light came on. I went to Auto Zone and had them put it on a hand
held scanner. Got a bank 1 and bank 2 lean codes. I changed the mas air flow sensor. Reset the
codes by disconnecting the battery for 1 hr. Drove fine for a day. Then Check engine light again.
So I was told to change upstream o2 sensors left and right. Then drove fine for a day. Then I
changed pcv valve and rented a fuel pressure meter. I was holding 30 psi. Then i found a little
tiny pin hole on the return fuel line on a bracket that rubbed a hole in the line. You will still keep
fuel pressure cuz it is a return line. I patched it with some rubber fuel line and two hose clamps
on each end. Never do this on a high pressure line. That is the one with the filter on it. I reset the
codes once again by disconnecting the battery for an hour. Then i got that damn light again.
Finally i gave the DPFE sensor or something like that. It controls the upstream and downstream
in the computer. And now my problem is fixed. I replaced all the parts my self and I know its
done right. Plus I got new parts all over my van and not just dignosis fees. I suck at spelling but
i figured it out. Thanks to people like me posting things like this. Hope this helped. Ford has
issued a Technical Service Bulletin on this issue. Inspecting the Vacuum hoses may not be
helpful as, from what I understand not being a mechanic, the leaking is actually located at the
intake manifold gasket. The root cause is a bushing around the retaining bolts which causes air
to leak. In order to fix and clear the codes, you need to replace the intake manifold gasket,
replace the retaining bolts all 8 of them. I had the same issue with the interior lights coming on. I
took the interior light dimmer switch apart and cleaned the contacts. It had been a year and no
gremlins turning the interior on. I replaced my fuel pump 3 months ago because of starting
issues. It fixed that problem. Now I am getting a stutter acting like a misfire but no codes when
you start the engine after it was warm but sat for about 15 minutes. I tested the fuel pressure
and it was good. It held pressure for 10 minutes after shutdown. I was relieving the pressure on

the pressure line with the tester. I noticed that after the car sat for few minutes with key off that
the pressure increased. I bled it a few more times. And pressure creeped up a little. I when I had
the pressure drained, I removed the pressure regulator going yo the return line. Once it was
removed, I noticed pressure on the return line and it kept spitting fuel from the return Does any
one have ideas why there would be back pressure on the return line? The newer Windstar also
have a flapper valve that are internal to manifold and go through to the outside to the operation
linkage which leak also, along with the none sealable bushing retension bolts makes it the
worst intake design ever that I've seen in the 30yes working on cars. Brian answered 6 years
ago. This engine has a issue with the PVC valve sucking oil into the intake which degrades the
O rings and gaskets. There is a after market kit at Auto zone to change out the forward valve
cover and replace all of these seals. Depending on the length of time this has been going on
you may have to change out one or more of the O2 sensors if they have become plugged. It is
very common I fixed mine in about an hour. Teria answered 5 years ago. I have a 01 windstar sel
it keeps blowing 9 fuse as soon as I turn the key on. And it's saying fuel computer data error.
Van won't even turn over. Fenton answered 5 years ago. Hi I had a question i have a pontaic g6
and the engine light keeps coming on p system ruining too lean bank 1. First I replaced the o2
sensor and mass air sensor and it came back on then I check for a vacuume leak and found
none. Whenever the code on it has a hard time starting. I was wondering why it could be doing
this. Mukaila answered 4 years ago. Kelly answered 3 years ago. GuruS4CK answered 3 years
ago. Bueller, Bueller, Anyone, anyone? Thomas answered 3 years ago. There are 8 retaining
bolts which do not hold up well under heat. Ford has redesigned these bolts for one better
suited to the task. The reason your vehicle is throwing those 2 codes is that air leaks past the
intake manifold gasket due to the faulty bolts. The 2 codes are simply the right and left cylinder
banks. Replace the manifold gasket and the bolts and the problem goes away. It is noteworthy
that according to a Ford Technical Service Bulletin that an additional step in the fix is to reflash
the computer with new software to "make the sensor less sensitive to a lean condition". When
air gets past the intake manifold gasket obviously the fuel mixture changes. Now the vehicle
runs lean throwing the two simultaneous codes. I hope his helps. FedupwithFord answered 3
years ago. I wish the answers were more straight on this. I have the Ford Windstar. The van
sputters like it's going to quit when going downhill, when not giving it gas. It's reading same
codes, but that's not all it's doing. Like the gentleman who posted this, the interior lights only
work by switch now, not with doors open. They won't reset, the garage tried when my oil was
changed, all filters have been replaced, the pvc valve, fuel pump, plugs, wires. I'm so tired of
spending money on this van. Cargirl answered 2 years ago. I had all the same problems you
listed. Fixed the sliding doors with wd40 and some clean rags. There's a couple back
connections that are very sensitive you need to make sure you clean the sliding doors very
good and lube all the moving parts to get the doors to work properly, same with the back hatch
door that will trigger interior lights Took me two times to get all the gunk out and finally I found
a itty bitty white hairband had been in the bottom of the door preventing the door latch from
connecting. Still haven't cleared to passanger door ajar or change oil warning but neither
trigger interior lights any more. Finally I cleaned the throttle plate and the MAF sensor which
helped with fuel issues. I'm replacing the bank 2 o2 sensor next as my check engine light just
came back on but with lack of performance problems I'm inclined to assume it's a bad sensor. I
clean my battery terminals every other month and that helps as well plan to change the
terminals when I replace the battery this summer. Still a work in progress hope some of these
simple cheap fixes help you. I have a windstar and had symptoms very similar to these for quite
a long time. Items replaced were all O2 sensors,MAF sensor, replaced valve cover and intake
isolater bolts with updated ones,cleaned IAC valve and checked for proper operation passed ,
also replaced plugs and fuel filter. Decided to replace injectors on front bank only because all
the oil that seeped out from PCV connection to throttle body. Problem solved!! Car has , miles,
is now averaging 19 MPG. I have not replaced the rear bank injectors,yet. My reasoning for
replacing the injectors was this; the code is for the front bank running lean, if there was a
vacuum leak, it should affect the entire engine. The O2 sensors were replaced so should be
reading correctly. So, if that bank is running lean yet the fuel trim is showing a lot of fuel being
pumped to that bank could it be that 1 or more injector be clogged??? Well, it certainly solved
the problem. I do hope this helps anyone with these kinds of issues. I am not a mechanic,just a
regular guy who has been trying to take care of his personal vehicles for 40 years,sometimes
with luck. AverageJoe33 answered 5 months ago. Hi I have a question about one problem, After
diagnostic when trying to buy used car there are codes P and P no engine light on. When test
driving everything seems fine. No problem with accele I replaced the two O2 senors, codes and
and the EGR valve.. I drove it 85 miles and it still read not ready for inspection. I drove it another
25 miles as per the mechanic and the light came I have a ford windstar lx. I have to keep putting

water in my 99 Ford LX 3. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. P, P check engine codes possible electrical problem? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Windstar question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Windstar Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March in Ford. All I know is that my fuel is lean on both banks.
April I know you think you're asking a simple question, but "lean" and "rich" codes have the
longest possible causes list of ANY of the fault codes. The conditions under which it is lean can
be used to steer the diagnostic direction. When those codes set, there was also some "freeze
frame" data that went with one of them. Now, maybe the tool being used won't show it to you,
depending on the quality of the tool. But that FF data is helpful. A lean condition at idle only,
and not higher RPMs is a possible indication of a vacuum leak. A lean condition at higher RPMs
but not at idle is an indication of a fuel delivery problem like pump and filter. A lean condition at
idle that suddenly swings to a rich condition at higher RPMs is an indication of a contaminated
MAF sensor. However, it it extremely common for the plastic upper intake seals to leak vacuum.
It is also very common for the IMRC shaft seals in the lower intake to leak vacuum. The upper
seals aren't that big of a deal, but the IMRC shaft seals in the lower require a complete new
lower intake manifold the actual aluminum manifold to correct. Ford also has a reprogramming
reflash that helps. Often, a new set of upper seals plus the reflash will "hide" the IMRC shaft
seal leakage. But eventually the lower manifold gets do worn out that the reflash won't hide it
and you'll need a new lower intake manifold. That is just one common issue may not be your
problem. You will need to take the vehicle to a shop that can monitor fuel trim PIDs on the scan
tool. They can spray the intake seals and watch the reaction in the trim PIDs to determine any
vacuum leak. Another common issue is when someone replaces the air filter, and the plastic
PCV hose pulls out of the snorkel on the back side nearest the master cylinder I'd check that
PCV hose first and if that is ok, take it to a shop. Those are a couple of DIY'r repairs I can think
of May Chances are that you have the same problem than most of us in this case: upper and
lower plenum gaskets for the intake manifold. You can even look the procedure up online it's so
common for Windstars. When I start cold, it runs rpm initially, and then drops to like its
supposed to, but will only stay there a few seconds, then it'll ramp up to or so. At this point, if I
put it in drive, it'll take off on its own with touching the pedal, and the rpms will slowly rise
including the vehicles speed, and will get to 20mph sometimes. Any driving during this period
before its fully warm which takes 15 minutes and its as if it'll coast forever, and I'm using the
brake instead of the accelerator. It seems like its to rpm higher than it should be. When the
engine is fully warm, at a stop it'll be at rpm, but if I put into neutral at this point, it'll come up to
rpm. Its driveable, however, its very annoying and is not pleasant driving short trips. Ive
replaced the IAC valve, throttle sensor, cleaned MAF, throttle body, cable, and tried to find any
leak but am coming up short. Note that I am not getting any error codes, stored or unstored.
Please assist. Disconnect the battery for a few minutes. Reconnect, drive it and see if that
seems to fix it. If it does, test the battery. What kind of vehicle? I'm assuming something in the
Ford line. I finally attached a scan tool.. Does your scan tool give you the TPS in volts also? Or
is it only generic scan data. If your scanner won't give you the voltage, use a DVOM directly at
the sensor and measure voltage on he signal wire and the ground. There should be no voltage
on the ground wire. TPS voltage should be around. If not, then suspect the wrong TPS or a
poorly made one. If the voltage is correct with the absolute TPS value reading that high,
disconnect the battery If it is, test the battery,. Hi autodr, the scan tool does not have volts. I
guess the question is whether the pcm knows that the downward tilt is absolute zero and
accounts for it. Absolute throttle position is NOT a measured position. It is a learned or
calculated position. It is the position that is in reference to the lowest measured TPS voltage.
You need to know the measured voltage. If you have a volt meter, try measuring the vltage at
the TPS and let me know what you read. There are 3 wires there, One is a 5 volt reference, one is
a a ground which will only have a couple millivolts on it It will start around. You have only
generic level scan access then But, you have to remember that you are not seeing "actual" TPS
position on that scanner The position displayed is relative to the lowest measured voltage that
the PCM saw. You can also try disconnecting the battery for several minutes then reconnect.
And unless the TPS is at a ridiculous high level It may be that the TPS they gave you is the
wrong one. I'm assuming you went to a part's store rather than the dealer, which doomed you to

get the wrong one early on. At the part's store, they ask you year. Whereas there may be 2 or 3
different ones for that vehicle depending on the vehicle's calibration code which the dealer will
use to get the correct one. However, some TPS's are under slight tension when installed so that
test you gave may or may not prove anything. I really would like the voltage to get a better idea
of where that TPS is sitting at at closed throttle position. Another quick test here would be to
unplug the IAC valve. If the engine idles down to the point of near stall, or does stall, then it is
likely that the phantom TPS position is the only problem. October I need to know 2 things , 1
does anyone know where to get the linkages and retainers besides from Ford and ,2 could this
be throwing lean codes? I am assuming that the rough idle is associated with the IMRC being
inop. It acts sort of like a vacuum leak but I cannot find one and that is what is leading my this
way. Help and thank you. The little white plastic bushings are available at the dealer for about 7
dollars each. If a linkage is missing, then you are in big trouble. The linkages are not available
separate and do not come with a new IMRC unit. In order to get new linkages you have to buy an
entire lower intake manifold I keep the old IMRC linkages when I replace a lower intake because
I know you have to buy a 3 hundred and something dollar lower intake to get them. It is likely
that a tech at a local Ford dealer near you will have a few in his tool box too for the same
reason. Lean fault codes have the largest list of possible causes out of all of the fault codes,
second only to rich codes. That engine has a few intake leakage sources, like the upper intake
seals and bolts, pcv valve lines, and lower intake IMRC shaft seals are all common causes, but
other possibilities are possible. It should be checked out by a qualified tech. Otherwise, you
might through a LOT of expensive parts at it attempting to fix it. Paying to properly diag the
problem and fix it right the first time is cheaper than guessing. It doesn't fix the cause, but helps
cover it up and might keep the light out. If you take it to a dealer, you might find it can be fixed
with only a reflash. I want to thank autodr for the great suggestions with respect to my IMRC
misery. I did however , find a way to beat Ford at it's own game by manufacturing new linkages
from 4mm welding rod. I did use new bushings but , instead of Ford linkage , I bent "Z" bar style
linkages and they are not falling out any time soon. I was unaware that the IMRC rods leaked
vacuum. How much , roughly , does an intake manifold cost? The replacement looks fairly
straightforward. Plus the gaskets. I'm hoping not to have to go that route. We have an account
with a local Ford dealership and so far the consensus of thier techs is the upper and lower
plenum gaskets with the upgraded bolt kit. Luckily , I get them at jobber rate. I'll let you know
how that all shakes out. But I do appreciate all the info you gave me. Thanks again. The upper
intake seals and bolts I'd say that for every 10 I see, 1 needs a lower intake. November March
When the Check Engine Light comes on, either one of these codes, or both, may be found when
a code reader or scan tool is plugged into the vehicle diagnostic connector. IF the vehicle is
driven long enough, typically both codes will be set. A P lean code for bank 2 is the cylinder
bank on the LEFT driver side of the engine on Ford vehicles with a transverse-mounted V6
engine and front-wheel drive. This code is not set on four cylinder engines no bank 2.
Unmetered air can enter the engine through a vacuum leak, a dirty airflow sensor that is not
reading airflow accurately, an EGR valve is not closing and is leaking exhaust into the intake
manifold, an EGR valve that is allowing too much flow because the EGR differential pressure
sensor that monitors EGR flow is faulty and is under-reporting EGR flow. If the problem is not
enough fuel, the underling cause may be a weak fuel pump, restricted fuel filter, leaky fuel
pressure regulator or dirty fuel injectors. The MAF sensor is located in the air inlet tube just
ahead of the throttle body. The MAF sensor should be protected from outside dust and debris
by the air filter, but sometimes the air filter doesn't fit real tight inside the housing and allows
unfiltered air into the engine. Dirt can stick to the MAF sensor wire and form a coating that
slows the response of the sensor to changes in airflow. The MAF sensor can also be
contaminated by fuel vapors that back up through the intake manifold and throttle body when
the engine is shut off. The vapors can leave a waxy coating on the sensor wire. In many
instances, the MAF sensor can be successfully cleaned by spraying the sensor element with
electronics cleaner. Do not use any other type of cleaner as this may damage the sensor.
Disconnect the air inlet tube just ahead of the sensor, and then spray the electronics cleaner
through the screen at the wire element in the center of the little MAF sensor. Let the cleaner
soak in for several minutes, then give it another shot of cleaner. Let it sit another five minutes,
then reconnect the air inlet tubing and start the engine. If the lean codes keep coming back, the
MAF sensor may have to be replaced if the engine does not have a vacuum leak or fuel delivery
problem. Ford TSB details procedures for checking fuel trim and looking for vacuum leaks. Also
the vacuum hose that connects the fuel pressure regulator to the intake manifold can swell and
leak vacuum where the hose connects to the manifold. Ford TSB says the fix involves several
steps: remove the upper manifold plenum and replace the original gaskets and bolts with
revised ones, replace the front valve cover with a revised valve cover that reduces the amount

of oil vapor sucked into the PCV system, inspect and replace the fuel pressure regulator hose,
and finally, reflash the PCM so it is less sensitive to lean fuel conditions. These sensors have a
very high failure rate once a vehicle has more than about 60, miles on the odometer or is more
than five or six years old. The original equipment sensor has an rectangular aluminum housing
about three inches long. Good write up. Just a few details I'd like to add or change. What would
happen if it had E85 added to the tank? What if someone damaged the inlet screen to the MAF
not sold with a MAF unless you get the entire air cleaner housing. I've also seen some really
P-Poor quality air filters especially go-fast types cause rich and lean codes because the nose
cone is shaped wrong causing a distorted air flow shape through the MAF sensor. No part
should be replaced based on the reoccurred of a code because codes don't mean "replace this"
or "this part is bad". All of the Ford Plastic intake manifolds have seal issues. I know that old
TSB may only mention one style. But a lot has happened since then. Also, on Wind-ed Stars, the
lower intake also leaks. Not mentioned in the TSB. The IMRC shaft seals leak vacuum. FoMoCo
released a reflash that hides the leak so they didn't have to eat many under warranty. But
eventually they leak bad enough there that the lower intake manifold also has to be replaced
because they leak beyond what the new software can hide As for the 4cyl engine not having a
bank No FoMoCo 4cyl that I know of But, a 4 cylinder in-line engine can have a Bank2. Just look
at about a Nissan Sentra. Then they have 2 separate Cats inside a common housing , with a
B1S2 cat monitor, and a B2S2 cat monitor. A total of 4 O2 sensors with a bank 1 and bank 2 on
an inline 4cyl engine. July January edited January After resetting, they stay off for some time.
Could ice build up on the MAF Sensor cause the codes? It could explain why they come on only
in very cold and damp weather. January Hi New to this forum. I have a 02 windstar. I was getting
bank 1 and 2 before all this. Odes any body recommend the DPFE, mine is not the metal one
mounted near the fuel rail. August OK i had these problems since i bought the piece of
[non-permissible content removed] a year ago! Was told two sensors were bad and EGR valve! I
reset the CE light by disconnecting battery van ran far better after that but of course CE light
comes back on after about 15 - 20 mins driving! SAW the last answer and i agree has to be in
the exhaust or air intake thingy I did spot crack in housing fixed it , and it didnt close too good!
Also fixed that! I also presume a vacumm leak some where is the problem! IF they don't work
then i go good ol pep boys and get the best priced ones! I need this van to go another year
because I make money with it! It has , on it right now only major problem i had was starter went
kaput when coming out of Home depot LOL Got it started by rocking van and turning key! Had
EM all Mercury Lincolns etc.. February It's easy and cheap, try it first. Buy a can of MAF cleaner,
spray it on. Hardest part is loosening the darned gigantic air filter and reconnecting it this used
to be so easy! Broke 2 fingernails doing this and got my hands dirty. I hate this vehicle!! Simple
things are such a pain on it. I have a Windstar van with a V-6 engine. He flushed it , but there is
still a lot of oil in the water. I had put some radiator flush in the day before. I also had my oil
changed the week before in a quick-change place. Could a helper have put oil in the radiator
filler tank by mistake? What could cause this? What should I do about it? Is my oil cooler air or
water cooled? September So i did and intake manifold gasket, thermostat, battery, egr, 6
injectors, plugs, wires, coil, high flow air filter, pcv, cleaned everything removed all carbon i
could get too , coolant temp sensor. Do you think i need to reprogram the PCM or is it possible
my timing jumped. Thank you for your time. Sign In or Register to comment. Or maybe used
your own OBD scanner to extract the car faults. Bear in mind parts shops have staff members
having good motives nonetheless they may not have the experience necessary to understand
what the problem codes actually imply. These codes derive from air dimensions in the exhaust.
A typical blunder with lean codes should change the air detectors. Particularly if both codes are
present, considering that the possibility of both O-2 detectors a failure at the same time is
extremely not likely. Likely the main cause is vacuum pressure drip. A vacuum cleaner drip may
be caused from vacuum pressure hose, intake gasket and maybe even a leak in the air
consumption hose from MAF Mass Air Flow Sensor. Pay attention for a hissing noise that could
lead you to the origin regarding the issue. Some professionals uses a propane bottle with a
hose accessory to assist pinpoint vacuum cleaner leaks. One other way professionals can look
for vacuum cleaner leaks is by using a smoke test. By introducing smoke into vacuum pressure
hose on engine, the drip will be uncovered as soon as the smoke escapes from issue area.
Aftermarket air filters that use oil on factor can occasionally damage the MAF. Over oiling air
filter may allow some excess to obtain on MAF sensor cable or factor. We as soon as worked on
a car or truck that could maybe not begin which had an issue with a MAF. After washing the
sensor the car ran completely. The ash that has been on MAF sensor cable ended up being
altering the reading by enriching the blend plenty that car cannot operate. After talking with the
buyer, he said air filter ended up being simply altered. Noticed codes appeared after
transmission fluid change about a week ago. Any correlation? Just Coincidence? The catalytic

converter is a very important part of the emissions control system on your vehicle. Chapter 7
tells you what this part looks like and how it works. The best thing you can do is be alert for
signs of trouble and head for a service facility if you suspect that the catalytic converter is
malfunctioning. Technicians will put your vehicle on an electronic diagnostic machine to locate
the source of the problem, possibly remove the oxygen sensor from the exhaust manifold or
exhaust pipe ahead of the catalytic converter to see if that changes things, and replace the
catalytic converter, if necessary. With my Trailblazer I6 I had had the P code on and off for
awhile, but it eventually became a permanent thing. Both the method of spraying carb cleaner
around and the use of a smoke machine indicated that the intake manifold was leaking. I
decided to just tighten the bolts and see if that would solve the problem instead of replacing the
manifold gasket. There are ten bolts and the ones closest to the front of the engine were not
loose, but as I moved further back the bolts became progressively looser. Towards the middle
of the manifold the bolts were definitely loose requiring perhaps a quarter turn to tighten them,
the ones toward the rear took perhaps a full turn, and the very last one probably two full turns. I
did unbolt the ECU to improve access, as well as removing the large vacuum hose going to the
brake booster. The front ones would be much easier if the alternator was removed, but I left it
on. I also disconnected the battery because toward the rear of the engine the hot terminal of the
starter is fairly close to where you will be working with your
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sockets. Each bolt posed its own particular challenges. I suggest you do not do this when you
are pressed for time. The code P just came up on diagnostic but I have no engine light on Not
sure what it could be. About Us. Total Car Diagnostics helps fellow home car owners,
mechanics, technicians, garage shops, engineers, ECU programmers and auto repair centers
â€” to significantly cut down on maintenance, repair costs, time, money, energyâ€¦ and all other
frustrating headaches involved with dealing with vehicles â€” by providing cost-effective
advice, tools and recommendations. All Rights Reserved. The problem is solved! About Us
Total Car Diagnostics helps fellow home car owners, mechanics, technicians, garage shops,
engineers, ECU programmers and auto repair centers â€” to significantly cut down on
maintenance, repair costs, time, money, energyâ€¦ and all other frustrating headaches involved
with dealing with vehicles â€” by providing cost-effective advice, tools and recommendations.

